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Minutes of the UCU York Branch Annual General Meeting
Wednesday 1 May 2019 at 12:00 pm (B/S/005)

Present: 		26 members 

Chair:		Joint Presidents 

Minute Taker:  	Branch Administrator

[THE MEETING WAS INQUORATE]

Apologies
Six members 

Approve Minutes of the last AGM held on 10/5/18
There were no amendments to the minutes.

Announcement of Officers and Executive Members for 2019/2020
The following nominations had been received and there were no contested posts:

Joint President:   AD 
Joint President:   JdG 
Vice President:   GW 
Branch Secretary:   JC 
Treasurer:   JI 
Health and Safety Rep:   JF
Equality Officer:   VACANT
Exec member:   MS 
Exec member:   SM
Exec member:   DH 

There were still vacancies for Equality Officer and other Exec members and nominations were asked from the floor.  No further nominations were received and members were informed that they could be co-opted to the Exec at any time and if interested in joining or observing meetings, to contact a member of Exec.  Noted that as the meeting was inquorate, a further meeting would be arranged to agree these posts formally. 

Branch Accounts 
Treasurer circulated a report of the main branch account and the hardship fund account which had been set up after the USS strike in 2018.  It was noted that £500 was transferred across from the main account to set up the hardship fund and the rest of the money received (which was paid out to members) came from donations.  A member who had used the fund, thanked the exec for setting up the fund and the branch would again use the account in this way if there was any future industrial action.  The balance of the account was currently £56.

The balance for the main account was £57,050 which was an increase from last year due to an increase in membership at the branch, from around 715 to 1,000+ largely due to the USS strike.  As there was a large amount in reserve, the exec proposed that some of the money could be used to fund small projects to benefit all members.  Suggestions included keeping a large reserve for any future strike action, hiring staff (part-time) to concentrate on recruitment/organising and engaging members at the branch.     A member suggested engaging more with GTA’s by organising a session where younger members could meet the union and find out how it could help them.  This could also apply to members in professional services and researchers as UCU was not just an academic union.

JdG thanked JI for all his work as Treasurer and all the other colleagues in Exec, as well as the members for their contributions. 

Branch Motions
A motion had been received and circulated to members (see appendix 1).  

Motion 1 – Proposed by II and seconded by CM. 

The motion, drafted with the assistance of the trans network, called to have a formally adopted position in the branch to support trans colleagues and students.  
An amendment had been received from a member, which the branch secretary raised on their behalf as they could not be present at the meeting today.  The amendment proposed was that the text ‘in the same way that the word racist is a description and not a slur’ be removed. The motion and amendment were discussed and various opinions were expressed from members for and against.  The proposer did not accept the amendment, but it was proposed to accept the first and last sentence in the motion and remit the rest for further debate/drafting regarding the definitions.  It was accepted to remove the words in brackets in the fourth point to read as follows: - 

 - The term "TERF" (Trans-exclusionary Radical Feminist) is not a slur, it is a simple description.  The assertion that "TERF" is a slur is a disingenuous attempt to shut down necessary discussion of this form of transphobia.

A vote was taken that the first and last sentence be accepted and to remit the rest of the motion so it can be worked on to meet the concerns of those present.
The results were as follows:-
10 in favour 
6 against 
3 abstentions

The proposals were accepted and the exec will work with colleagues to modify and improve the wording.

Amendments to Congress Motions
Two motions had previously been circulated to members.  The two amendments to Congress motions (see appendix 2) were accepted with no objections.  

A member had asked via Joint President (AD), to support the motions relating to international members at UCU who felt underrepresented, despite there being a large percentage of international members and students at Universities.  The member wanted to encourage the branch delegates attending Congress, to support all the motions listed (see appendix 3).  The Branch Secretary informed the meeting that he had read the motions and they did not discriminate between EU and non EU colleagues and expected, as a Congress delegate himself, that there would be support for these at Congress.  The motions were supported by the members present.

A.O.B.
Four Week Marking – a member from Law informed the meeting that there had been a change, due to UCU pressure, on the four week marking policy.  Heads of Departments would now have the authority to grant exceptions and the University would give guidance on health and safety.  The member urged departments to keep the pressure up and to pass the four week marking motion at the Board of Studies meetings.
Streaming Meetings – a member asked if it was possible to stream meetings.  The branch will look into this.

The meeting ended at 1.15 pm 


APPENDIX 1 
Branch Motion for Annual General Meeting on Wednesday 1 May 2019

Motion 1 

Proposed by II
Seconded by CM 
"UCU York wishes to express our solidarity and support for our trans colleagues and students. Specifically:

- We recognise their self-identified gender as authentic.

- Misgendering (referring to a person by other than their self-identified gender, including an insistence on using the terminology of biological sex rather than gender) is transphobic.

- Deadnaming (calling a person by the name they went by prior to transitioning) is transphobic. 

- The term "TERF" (Trans-exclusionary Radical Feminist) is not a slur, it is a simple descriptive (in the same way that the word "racist" is a description and not a slur). The assertion that "TERF" is a slur is a disingenuous attempt to shut down necessary discussion of this form of transphobia.

Transphobia has no place at our university."



APPENDIX 2 

Motions submitted to Congress 2019
Motion 1
ROC11  Tory anti-trade union legislation         National executive committee
1.   Congress reiterates UCU’s opposition to the Tory Trade Union Act 2016.
2.   most recently the Act has prevented industrial action against employers in respect of poor pay in HE and the gender pay gap despite majority votes for industrial action. Other unions have been similarly impacted
3.   despite the historically high turnout achieved in a national postal ballot and considerable GTVO efforts by branch activists and the gratifyingly high vote for industrial action, failure to achieve the 50 percent threshold has once again left members understandably angry and frustrated.
Congress resolves:
a.     that UCU’s leadership shall organise a day of action against the anti-trade union legislation, and
b.     that the union calls on the TUC should organise a broad TU protest against this unjust anti-working class attack on workers’ rights to take industrial action.
proposed amendment: 
~ under “Congress resolves”, in [a] after “leadership” insert “together with other unions”
The revised [a] would read “That UCU’s leadership together with other unions
shall organise a day of action against the anti-trade union legislation, and” 
        
    

Motion 2

HE2   Multi-year pay settlement              Lancaster University
Conference notes that
1.   the recent industrial action ballot on pay and equality did not reach the 50% required threshold
2.   the iniquitous trade union laws are stacked against industrial action
3.   the annual cycle of pay negotiations is ineffective, as annual bargaining and any arising dispute and ballot for industrial action are a drain on the union’s resources
4.   even if we win a decent settlement one year, employers will try to claw this back in the following years.
Conference believes that members would be more engaged with industrial action if the negotiations were on a multi-year basis rather than the prospect of annual strikes.
Conference therefore calls upon HEC to seek to move to multi-year settlements with UCEA to address the problem, with a suggested timeframe of a 2-3 years negotiation cycle.
proposed amendment
In the final sentence delete all after “HEC” and replace with “as a matter of urgency to undertake an assessment of the advantages and disadvantages of a move to multi-year pay settlements and of a 2-3 year negotiating cycle.”
The revised sentence would read “Conference therefore calls on HEC as a matter of urgency to undertake an assessment of the advantages and disadvantages of a move to multi-year pay settlements and of a 2-3 year negotiating cycle.”


APPENDIX 3 
International Members of UCU
Motions to support at Congress 25-27 May, 2019:
	R7 – Inclusion of migrant status in UCU rule 2.5 [University of East Anglia]

R8 – Inclusion of migrant representatives in the equality structures [University of Leeds]
R9 – Inclusion of migrant representatives in NEC [University of Leeds]
EQ8 – Representation of migrants in UCU structures [University of Leeds and University of Manchester]
EQ9 – Financial and institutional support for migrant staff [University of Cambridge]
HE44 – Fight for the rights of international workers and staff [University of Warwick]
HE45 – Supporting international students threatened with deportation for fee shortfalls [UCU Scotland]
Original source of motions: https://t.co/LLWrD0RWWP


